2017 Biography: DJ Shila Elario
Legal name
Gender
Genre
Birthdate
Nationality
Geo
Starting Date

: Shila Joubert
: Female
: Tech House / Techno
: 16-12-1971
: Dutch
: Zoetermeer / The Netherlands
: 24-07-2016

This extremely passionate DJ is a well known figure in the
Dutch Electronic Dance Music scene. As a vocalist, she
recorded her first single “Katana - Feels Like Magic”,
produced by DJ/ Producer Randy Katana in 1993. For this
talent duo, it was absolute love at first site, and shortly after they became inseparable. Ten years later in
2002 the musical power couple got married with an unforgettable dance event in one of the most
conservative establishments in the Netherlands, famous for housing the President of the United States,
“The Kurhaus”. For the following years Shila dedicated her life to her husband, and became the driving
force behind the success of DJ/ Producer Randy Katana. First acting as his Bookings Agent, she
managed to arrange the first performances, that would set off a chain of events, which landed her
husband on number 150 on the DJ Mag Top 100 in less than 2 years. After that she became his Road
Manager, and has been taking care of the business side of performances ever since.
In 2015 she took part in a new DJ course, given by her
husband, called: Digital DJ. Right away it became obvious that
all the years working as a Road Manager, were now paying off.
Once the technicality of the Digital DJ technique was learned,
there was nothing else to stop her taking off.
Even though her husband became famous for contributing the
Tribal genre to the Dance Music Industry in the early 90s, and
later the Tech-Trance genre, Shila remained passionately
devoted to her own, Techno. Inspired by Artists like Carlo Lio,
Richie Hawtin, D-Unity, Victor Calderone, and Nicole
Moudaber, she quickly developed her own style, that perfectly
fits her sexy image.
With her own new live mix series called “Gems Sessions” she is now one of the very few Female DJ’s, in
a predominantly male genre, that not only tells a story in her set, but also brings a degree of sexapeal to
the genre. Something only a handful of Techno DJs has been able to accomplish.
As to be expected, in the winter of 2016 Shila will be teaming up with her Producer husband in order to
start production on her own releases for the ComBeatz Techno label: LambdaBeatz. A joint venture, that
not only will guarantee the success of her DJ career, but also contribute to the popularity of the genre.
The fact that Shila is also a very talented vocalist, with a golden voice, and has the looks Hollywood can
only dream of, there will be no limit to what she will be able to accomplish.

Exclusive B2B Alter Codec
As a special introductory offer, Shila can be booked
as a Back to Back performance with her husband
Alter Codec, or as a combo performance, as well as
a solo performances.

Social Media:
Facebook
SoundCloud

: facebook.com/ShilaElario/
: soundcloud.com/shila_elario/

Website:
shilaelario.com

Technical:
MacBookPro, running Traktor Pro 2, controlled by
X1 Kontrol trigger, and Z1 Kontrol mixer and
soundcard. The performance uses the Z1Traktor Kontrol to plug into any mixer, and uses only one
channel of the mixer. No CD players required.

Set Info:
Pricing
Set style
Set duration
Repertoire

: Per performance (not set duration.)
: Progressive Tech House / Techno
: Minimal 1 hour, maximal 3 hours.
: Exclusive Bootleg Productions by: Alter Codec

Releases:
Project
Releases
Label

: Shila Elario & Alter Codec
: Summer 2017
: LamdaBeatz

Contact info:
Name
Email
Website
Tel

Looking for:
Bookings Agent

: Randy Joubert
: info@vdm.dance
: www.vdm.dance
: +31-611119016

